
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 

Please note: Ages are a guideline for class levels. Please speak with the director if you have 
a question about placement for your dancer.  

ACRO 
Class builds on flexibility, balance, strength and muscle control while teaching and building on skills 
such as handstands, chin stands, elbow stands, cartwheels, back bends, walkovers and contortion 
tricks.   

Level II / Int - Prerequisite skill backbend kickover 
Level III / Adv - Prerequisite skill front & back walkover 

BALLET 
Pre-Ballet - This class is best for young dancers who have only taken combination classes. During 
the year, we will work on preparing them for more formalized ballet training through increased time 
at the barre and in center work. Includes expanding ballet terminology and proper body alignment 
and exercises.    

Ballet I/Beg - This transitional class prepares young dancers for more extensive ballet training. 
Includes expanding ballet terminology, more barre and center work and proper body alignment and 
exercises.   

Ballet Beg/Int - Designed for the beginner ballet dancer who has experienced a formal ballet class 
and is transitioning to intermediate level training. This class builds the foundation for classical ballet 
training and begins to introduce more intermediate ballet movement. Includes expanding ballet 
terminology, barre and center work and proper body alignment and exercises.    

Ballet II/Int - This class builds the foundation for classical ballet training and begins to introduce more 
intermediate ballet movement. Includes expanding ballet terminology, barre and center work and 
proper body alignment and exercises.    

Ballet II/III Int/Adv - Class incorporates all elements of classical ballet training (barre work, center 
work) with an emphasis on linking steps, advancing skills and developing feet for pointe through 
specific exercises.   



Ballet III/Adv and Pointe - Class incorporates all elements of classical ballet training (barre work, 
center work) with an emphasis on linking steps, advancing skills and  increasing time en pointe 
throughout the year.  Placement approval required.  

CONTEMPORARY 
Expression, fluidity of movement and connecting the mind and body are expressed through the 
elements of modern, ballet, jazz and lyrical.  Class style varies by instructor.  

HIP HOP 
This funky, energetic dance style integrates hip hop dance skills and lots of personality for a fun 
class. Intermediate and Advanced levels will build on hip hop skills; help dancers develop their own 
style; introduce dancers to faster paced choreography and more intricate moves. 

All-Boys Hip Hop & Acro - This ALL boys class is designed to channel your little guy’s energy and 
movement into the world of hip hop and acro dance. Breakdance moves as well as hip hop 
choreography make the perfect match while age-appropriate music is always used.  

HOMESCHOOL DAY OF THE ARTS (Open to any dancer) 
Elementary Dance - The elementary class builds on the fundamentals of ballet and introduces jazz 
and musical theatre dance while integrating drama and art for a final performance showcasing the 
students’ work.  

Preschool Dance - Our preschool class introduces the fundamentals of ballet through imaginative 
exercises, across the floor movement and choreography. Age appropriate music is always used.  

JAZZ / LYRICAL 
Jazz - Focus is on teaching jazz foundations through progressions (movement across the floor), 
exercises and exciting choreography. Jazz turns and leaps will be incorporated.  

Jazz/Lyrical - Fundamental jazz movement is the basis of this class which includes progressions 
(across the floor) and choreography. Dancers will explore lyrical and contemporary styles as well.  

IMPROV  
Develop your own inner artist and build your dance vocabulary through this very creative and 
thought provoking class.  

MUSICAL THEATRE 
Dance, sing and act in this class designed for young performers. Class work will center around one 
scene for 3 - 4 weeks and will include an acting lesson from Emerald Coast Theatre Company as 
well as a music/voice lesson.  Emphasis is on dance throughout the scene and dancers can expect 
to learn/use ballet, jazz, hip hop and contemporary throughout the year.  

TAP  
Build fundamental tap movement with advancement to more intricate footwork and rhythms.  



TECHNIQUE AND PROGRESSIONS 
Technique-based class working on turns, leaps and jumps across the floor and in choreography. 
Class will not have a recital performance.  

TODDLER AND PRESCHOOL CLASSES 
Ballet/Tap - This combination dance class  teaches the foundations of  ballet and tap movement as 
well as the elements of choreography in a fun, creative way.  

Creative Movement - The fundamentals of class etiquette, spacial awareness, locomotor movement 
and ballet are taught through imaginative exercises, across the floor exercises and choreography. 
Age appropriate music is always used.  

Jazz/ Tap - This combination dance class teaches the foundations of  jazz and tap movement as 
well as the elements of choreography in a fun, creative way.  

Pre-Arco / Hip Hop - Young dancers are introduced to acro movement (front and backwards rolls, 
backbends, hand stands, etc.) and the world of hip hop in this fun class. Breakdance moves as well 
as hip hop choreography make the perfect match for your little mover.  Age-appropriate music is 
always used.  

TODDLER & ME  
Engage with your little one through dance and encourage learning through brain-based movement 
and activities. Eight-week session. Walking to age 2. 


